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We used DNA sequencing and gel blot surveys to assess the integrity of the chloroplast gene infA, which codes for
translation initiation factor 1, in ⬎300 diverse angiosperms. Whereas most angiosperms appear to contain an intact
chloroplast infA gene, the gene has repeatedly become defunct in ⵑ24 separate lineages of angiosperms, including almost all rosid species. In four species in which chloroplast infA is defunct, transferred and expressed copies of the
gene were found in the nucleus, complete with putative chloroplast transit peptide sequences. The transit peptide sequences of the nuclear infA genes from soybean and Arabidopsis were shown to be functional by their ability to target
green fluorescent protein to chloroplasts in vivo. Phylogenetic analysis of infA sequences and assessment of transit
peptide homology indicate that the four nuclear infA genes are probably derived from four independent gene transfers
from chloroplast to nuclear DNA during angiosperm evolution. Considering this and the many separate losses of infA
from chloroplast DNA, the gene has probably been transferred many more times, making infA by far the most mobile
chloroplast gene known in plants.

INTRODUCTION

Many genes have been lost from the chloroplast genome
during plant and algal evolution. Most of these losses occurred in the murky interval between the original endosymbiosis of a cyanobacterium (with perhaps 2000 proteincoding genes) and the last common ancestor of all existing
chloroplast genomes (with ⵑ210 protein-coding genes;
Martin et al., 1998). Many other genes were lost during the
early evolution of photosynthetic eukaryotes, often in parallel in different algal lineages, and some of these losses were
the result of gene transfers to the nuclear genome (Martin et
al., 1998). During the evolution of land plants, relatively few
changes occurred to the set of genes found in chloroplast
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DNA (cpDNA) (Martin et al., 1998; Palmer and Delwiche,
1998). Nonetheless, the most recent changes are likely to
provide the most information about the evolutionary mechanisms involved.
Among the six completely sequenced chloroplast genomes from angiosperms (excluding the nonphotosynthetic
plant Epifagus virginiana; Wolfe et al., 1992a), 74 proteincoding genes are held in common and an additional five are
present in only some species. These five genes are accD,
ycf1, and ycf2 (pseudogenes in rice and maize; Hiratsuka et
al., 1989; Maier et al., 1995), rpl23 (pseudogene in spinach;
Thomas et al., 1988), and infA (pseudogene in tobacco, Arabidopsis, and Oenothera elata; Shinozaki et al., 1986;
Wolfe et al., 1992b; Sato et al., 1999; Hupfer et al., 2000).
Other chloroplast gene losses in angiosperms that have
been confirmed by sequencing include rpl22, rps16, and
ycf4 (open reading frame 184), all of which have been lost in
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some or all legumes (Gantt et al., 1991; Nagano et al., 1991;
Doyle et al., 1995; K.H. Wolfe, unpublished data), and ycf2
and ndhF, both of which have been lost repeatedly in a variety of angiosperms (Downie et al., 1994; Neyland and
Urbatsch, 1996; Smith, 2000; M. Ireland, H. Deiderick, Y.-L.
Qiu, and J.D. Palmer, unpublished data). Additional gene
losses have been suggested by DNA gel blot hybridization
surveys (Downie and Palmer, 1992) but have not been confirmed by sequencing.
For several of these chloroplast gene losses (i.e., infA,
rps16, ycf1, ycf2, and ycf4), it is unknown whether they reflect successful gene transfer to the nucleus or loss of the
gene from the cell entirely. Among the better understood
cases, only rpl22 in legumes constitutes a classic transfer of
a chloroplast gene to the nucleus, with the protein being imported back into the chloroplast by means of a transit peptide (Gantt et al., 1991). The spinach chloroplast rpl23 locus
is a pseudogene and has been functionally replaced by a nuclear gene similar to the homologous cytosolic ribosomal protein gene—a case of gene substitution (Bubunenko et al.,
1994; see also Yamaguchi and Subramanian, 2000). A similar cytosolic gene–for–plastid gene substitution led to the
chloroplast accD locus becoming a pseudogene in grasses
(Konishi et al., 1996), and a mitochondrial gene–for–chloroplast gene substitution appears to have caused the loss of
rpl21 from cpDNA in an ancestor of angiosperms and gymnosperms (Martin et al., 1990; additional analyses not shown).
Finally, repeated loss of chloroplast ndhF probably reflects
repeated biochemical loss of the chloroplast NADH dehydrogenase complex, the product of 11 chloroplast genes
and an undetermined number of nuclear genes (Wakasugi
et al., 1994; M. Ireland, H. Deiderick, Y.-L. Qiu, and J.D.
Palmer, unpublished data).
Here, we have analyzed the loss of infA, which codes for
translation initiation factor 1, and show that it is a second
example of chloroplast-to-nucleus gene transfer in land
plants. We suspected that the chloroplast infA pseudogenes
in tobacco and other species indicated transfer(s) of the
gene to the nucleus rather than simple gene losses because
infA is an essential gene in Escherichia coli (Cummings and
Hershey, 1994). In E. coli, three initiation factors (IFs) mediate the coming together of the mRNA, ribosome, and initiator tRNA-Met to begin translation. IF1 is the smallest of
these factors (only 72 residues long) and consists of an RNA
binding domain whose precise molecular role is unclear
(Sette et al., 1997; Battiste et al., 2000). The initiation of
translation in organelles is thought to be similar to that in E.
coli, although much less is known about the organelle systems (Pel and Grivell, 1994; Yu and Spremulli, 1998). The
gene for chloroplast IF1 was first reported by Sijben-Müller
et al. (1986) from spinach cpDNA. Chloroplast IF2 and IF3
proteins, encoded by nuclear genes, have been characterized in Euglena gracilis (Ma and Spremulli, 1992; Lin et al.,
1994), and candidate nuclear genes for chloroplast IF2 and
IF3 are present in the Arabidopsis nuclear genome sequence.

To study the evolution of infA further, we characterized
the chloroplast locus from ⬎300 diverse angiosperms and
investigated infA-like genes in the nucleus. We show that
chloroplast infA has been lost repeatedly in angiosperm
evolution and that four nuclear infA genes characterized
thus far probably result from independent events of chloroplast-to-nucleus gene transfer.

RESULTS

Eleven Independent Losses of Chloroplast infA
Revealed by DNA Sequencing
Combining new sequence data with seven sequences available from GenBank, we were able to study the structure of
the chloroplast infA locus in 56 angiosperms, as summarized in Figure 1. We focused initially on the family Solanaceae and other asterids to determine the extent to which
the infA loss in tobacco is shared by related species. infA is
a pseudogene in all 17 Solanaceae species examined (representing 16 genera), suggesting a single loss of the gene in
an ancestor of this family. There is no start codon in any
species, three species have frameshifts, and in tomato the
first 124 bp have been deleted. Analysis of nucleotide substitutions in infA within the Solanaceae indicates nearly
equal numbers of substitutions at first, second, and third
codon positions, consistent with it being a pseudogene. infA
is also a pseudogene in Convolvulus (Convolvulaceae), representing the sister family to the Solanaceae. The gene may
have become nonfunctional in an ancestor of these lineages,
although all of the inactivating mutations in the Convolvulus
gene are at different sites from those in the Solanaceae and
so seem to have been acquired independently.
To survey the extent of chloroplast infA loss more widely
among asterids, the locus was sequenced from representatives of 10 of the 11 major lineages of asterids identified by
molecular analyses (Olmstead et al., 2000). Three more infA
pseudogenes were found, in Pentas (Rubiaceae), Campanula
(Campanulaceae), and Conopholis (Orobanchaceae) (Figure
1). The loss of infA in the nonphotosynthetic plant Conopholis is in contrast to the presence of an intact gene in its close
relative Epifagus (Wolfe et al., 1992b). On the basis of an interpretation of the distribution of infA losses and retentions
in terms of the species’ phylogeny, we conclude that there
were at least four independent losses within the asterid
clade (Figure 1).
The infA locus was sequenced (or analyzed from GenBank) for 12 rosids and found to be a pseudogene or entirely missing in eight of them (Figure 1). The defining
characteristics of the pseudogenes range from multiple
frameshifts in Luffa and Hevea to only half of the gene being
present with a highly divergent sequence in Pelargonium.
The intact chloroplast infA genes in Cercidiphyllum and Vitis
represent what are clearly the two basal lineages of rosids
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(Soltis et al., 1999). The other 10 rosids represent a very
large, monophyletic group that accounts for 39% of total
eudicot species diversity (Magallón et al., 1999; Soltis et al.,
1999). Only two apparently intact infA genes were discovered within this group, from Brexia and Euonymus (Celastraceae; Euonymus infA is truncated by three amino acids
but is otherwise intact and differs from the intact Brexia
gene by only three nucleotide substitutions). We infer four
separate losses of infA among the sequenced rosids (Figure 1).
In more limited sequencing surveys of other angiosperm
lineages, we found two other unambiguous examples of infA
loss from cpDNA and one potential case. Chloroplast pseudogenes were sequenced from Caltha (Ranunculaceae) and
the monocot Tricyrtis (Liliaceae). Because the sister lineages
to both of these two groups contain a functional gene (Figure 1), the losses most likely are independent. The functional
status of chloroplast infA from ice plant (Mesembryanthemum crystallinum; Aizoaceae) is unclear. A single frameshift
(a 5-bp insert) near the 3⬘ end of the gene removes the last
five codons and replaces them with a 41-codon extension.
Because an intact and expressed infA gene is present in the
nucleus of ice plant (see below), we have taken the ice plant
chloroplast locus to be a pseudogene. Including ice plant,
we estimate that infA has been lost from cpDNA 11 times
among the 56 angiosperms examined by DNA sequencing
(Figure 1).

Thirteen Additional Losses of Chloroplast infA Inferred
from DNA Gel Blots

Figure 1. Losses of Chloroplast infA during Angiosperm Evolution
Based on Analysis of Sequenced infA Loci.
Shown are all angiosperms whose chloroplast infA loci have been
sequenced, except that only one representative of the 17 sequenced Solanaceae species is shown. Black bars indicate lineages
with chloroplast infA pseudogenes or complete loss. The branching
order and taxonomic classifications are based on Soltis et al. (1999)
and Olmstead et al. (2000). Boxed names indicate species from
which a nuclear infA gene was identified.

DNA gel blot hybridizations were used to survey rapidly a
large number of angiosperms for cases of probable loss of
chloroplast infA. This approach, performed on a much
smaller scale (17 angiosperms), was used previously to successfully identify the only known case of chloroplast-tonucleus transfer among land plants (Gantt et al., 1991).
Probes for the 5⬘ and 3⬘ halves of chloroplast infA from Antirrhinum were hybridized to filters containing total DNAs
from 280 species of angiosperms, representing 276 genera
and 169 families (Figure 2). Chloroplast gene “loss” was inferred if there was no detectable hybridization on an overexposed autoradiograph against two layers of controls: good
hybridization to the DNA in question using other chloroplast
probes (such as the chloroplast 16S rRNA probe used in
Figure 2) and good hybridization to other DNAs with the
probe in question. This inference assumes that chloroplast
genes are in high-copy number relative to (potentially transferred) nuclear genes of single-copy or low-copy number.
This assumption seems safe, because the total DNAs were
all made from green leaves, in which cpDNA copy number is
invariably at least hundreds, and usually thousands, per cell
(Bendich, 1987).
All taxa showing either weak (i.e., markedly diminished
relative to the controls described above) or no hybridization
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Figure 2. Evidence for Loss of Chloroplast infA from DNA Gel Blot
Hybridization.
The three probes named at top were hybridized sequentially to a filter containing BamHI digests of total DNA from 280 angiosperms,
96 of which are shown here. Note that some infA genes have a
BamHI site near their middle. SSU, small subunit.

with one or both infA probes were scored as having a defunct chloroplast infA gene. These taxa are indicated in Figure
3, which depicts the current best hypothesis of phylogenetic
relationships among the 280 angiosperms (see www.bio.
indiana.edu/~palmerlab for details on tree construction).
Apart from the rosids, there are 16 scattered and small groups
that showed weak or no hybridization (Figure 3; results for
two of these are depicted in the topmost 18 species in Figure 2). The gel blot inference of infA loss has been confirmed by sequencing for four of these 16 groups (see
bull’s-eyes on Figure 3 and legend to Figure 3; the other 12
groups were not sequenced). We conclude from these results that chloroplast infA has probably been lost, in all
cases recently, 16 times among the examined angiosperms,
excluding rosids.
The situation among the rosids, in particular the “core”
rosids, is quite different and less certain. Of the 14 examined members of the most basal rosid clade, only Paeonia
has a defunct chloroplast infA gene as determined by hybridization (Figures 2 and 3), and Vitis, the only examined
member of the next most basal group, has an intact chloroplast infA gene (Figures 1 to 3). However, 65 of the 67 remaining core rosids showed diminished to no hybridization
with one or both infA probes (Figures 2 and 3). As described
in the preceding section and depicted in Figure 1, all eight
sequenced species from this group of 65 core rosids have
defunct chloroplast infA genes (and three of these eight—
Callistemon, Luffa, and Hevea—were deliberately chosen for
sequencing because they have some of the strongest hybridization signals; Figure 2). These sequencing confirmations, combined with those for nonrosids reported in the
preceding paragraph, lend considerable weight to our inference of probable infA loss for all 65 core rosids with diminished or no hybridization. We also noted a good correlation
between the degree of diminished infA hybridization and the
degree of infA sequence divergence. For example, the intact
and strongly hybridizing chloroplast infA of Cercidiphyllum is
93% identical to the probe infA sequence from Antirrhinum,
the moderately hybridizing infA pseudogene from Hevea is
84% identical, and the very weakly hybridizing Oxalis pseudogene is only 73% identical.
Brexia and Euonymus, the only two of the 67 core rosids
with normal (i.e., strong) hybridization to infA (Figure 2),
were both confirmed by sequencing to contain intact chloroplast infA genes (see preceding section and Figure 1).
These two species form a clade within the core rosids
whose position, if correct (and it receives moderately strong
support in the analysis of Soltis et al. [1999]), implies the
four separate but phylogenetically clustered (i.e., all similarly
deep) losses of chloroplast infA within core rosids shown in
Figures 1 and 3. Assuming these four losses within core rosids, the hybridization results indicate a total of five infA
losses among all examined rosids and a total of 21 losses
among all 280 angiosperms surveyed by hybridization (Figure 3). As already described, eight of these losses have
been sequence validated, leaving three additional losses (in
Conopholis, Solanaceae, and Mesembryanthemum) inferred
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Figure 3. Losses of Chloroplast infA during Angiosperm Evolution Based on DNA Gel Blot Hybridization Results.
The infA probes used were both from Antirrhinum. Plants with significantly diminished or no hybridization are shaded (see Figure 2 and text). Plant
names beside the tree alternate in two columns. Loss lineages are shown in boldface on the tree and are marked with bullets. Bull’s-eye bullets indicate the eight loss lineages for which loss was confirmed by sequencing of chloroplast infA from at least one member of the lineage. Within rosids, the sequenced member(s) was included on the blots; for the other four sequence-validated loss lineages, a different member of the loss lineage
was sequenced than was on the blots. In particular, Tricyrtis (Figure 2) is the sister taxon to Smilax relative to all other taxa on the blots, Caltha is
likewise sister to the Clematis-Ranunculus clade, Pentas is sister to Galium, and Campanula belongs within the Lobelia-Trachelium clade.
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Figure 4. Multiple Alignment of IF1 Protein Sequences from the Four Nuclear infA Genes and Two Representative Chloroplast Genes.
The alignment was made using ClustalW 1.8 (Thompson et al., 1994), with the most common residue at each position highlighted. Predicted chloroplast transit peptides are shown by lowercase letters, and their predicted cleavage sites (Emanuelsson et al., 1999) are marked by large X symbols. The alignment of the transit peptides is not meant to indicate that they share a common ancestor (see text). cp, chloroplast; nuc, nuclear.

solely from DNA sequencing. In total, we infer 24 separate
losses of chloroplast infA among the 309 angiosperms investigated by DNA sequencing and/or hybridization.

Nuclear Genes with Chloroplast Transit Sequences
Candidate nuclear genes encoding chloroplast IF1 were
identified by TBLASTN searches (Altschul et al., 1997)
against GenBank using the spinach cpDNA-encoded IF1
protein as a query. Matching expressed sequence tag (EST)
sequences were found from four species: Arabidopsis, soybean, tomato, and ice plant (Figure 4). The chloroplast loci in
these four species are pseudogenes (Figure 1). The Arabidopsis ESTs correspond to a nuclear gene on chromosome
4 that was sequenced by the genome project (Mayer et al.,
1999) but whose structure was predicted incorrectly (see
Methods). The ESTs from the other three species are inferred to be transcripts of genes located in the nucleus because they have poly(A) tails and because the chloroplast
loci from the same species are not intact.
The nuclear genes encode proteins of 138 to 156 residues, compared with 77 residues for the spinach chloroplast gene, due to long N-terminal extensions (Figure 4). The
subcellular locations of the proteins were predicted by using
three computer programs, all of which use neural network
methods (Table 1). All three programs predicted the N-terminal extensions of the soybean, tomato, and ice plant proteins to be transit peptides directing protein import into the
chloroplast stroma. For the Arabidopsis protein, the ChloroP
program (Emanuelsson et al., 1999) predicted that it is also
imported into chloroplasts, but rather surprisingly, the two
newer programs predicted it to be mitochondrial (Table 1).
These two programs, TargetP (Emanuelsson et al., 2000)
and Predotar (N.M. Peeters, A. Chapron, D. Lancelin, O.
Grandjean, A. Giritch, H. Wintz, and I. Small, unpublished
data), both aim to achieve accurate discrimination between
chloroplast and mitochondrial transit peptides, whereas the

older ChloroP does not attempt to identify mitochondrial
transit peptides.
The subcellular locations of the soybean and Arabidopsis
InfA proteins were examined by fusing the full-length InfA
precursor proteins to the green fluorescent protein (GFP). Gene
constructs encoding GFP fusion proteins were introduced
by microprojectile bombardment of tobacco or Arabidopsis
leaves, resulting in individual transformed cells expressing
the GFP constructs. In both species, GFP fluorescence
colocalized with chlorophyll fluorescence in chloroplasts of
epidermal cells (Figure 5). GFP fused to soybean InfA was
clearly localized to chloroplasts in a tobacco guard cell (Figures 5A to 5C), whereas GFP fused to Arabidopsis InfA can
be seen in the smaller chloroplasts of an epidermal pavement cell (Figures 5D to 5F). The Arabidopsis InfA precursor
directed GFP exclusively to the chloroplast, with no evidence of colocalization to mitochondria.
The Arabidopsis nuclear infA gene contains one intron
(Figure 4). This occurs within the transit peptide coding region, unlike pea rpl22, whose intron is at the transit/mature
peptide junction (Gantt et al., 1991). Sizing of polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) products indicated that there are no introns in the nuclear genes from soybean, tomato, and ice
plant (data not shown). BLAST searches (Altschul et al., 1997)
did not reveal significant similarities between the four transit
peptide sequences and any other sequence database entries.

Phylogenetic Analyses
Phylogenetic analyses were used to help infer the number
and timing of infA transfer(s) to the nucleus. At one extreme,
if there was a single transfer of infA in a common ancestor of
rosids, asterids, and caryophyllids, then all four nuclear infA
sequences would be expected to cluster together in the tree
at a position corresponding to this ancestor (i.e., at the base
of the dicots or earlier). At the other extreme, if the nuclear
infA sequences were derived from four separate transfers,
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then each nuclear sequence would be expected to group
together with a chloroplast infA sequence from a closely related plant.
Estimating the phylogenetic placement of the nuclear infA
sequences is challenging because the short gene carries a
limited amount of phylogenetic information. Also, the rapid
evolution of nuclear genes as compared to chloroplast
genes (Wolfe et al., 1987) means that phylogenetic trees
drawn from a mixture of chloroplast and multiple nuclear sequences are likely to be affected by long-branch attraction.
This artifact, in which the long branches tend to clump together even if they are not each other’s closest relatives,
can occur if some branches in a tree are much longer than
others (Felsenstein, 1978). We took several precautionary
steps to minimize the risk of long-branch attraction (see
Methods). Most importantly, we analyzed the nuclear infA
sequences one at a time, finding the optimal position for
each nuclear sequence on a tree that did not have any other
long branches.
Our starting point for estimating the origins of the nuclear
genes was the angiosperm phylogenetic tree recently proposed by Soltis et al. (1999) based on combined rbcL, atpB,
and nuclear small subunit rRNA sequences from 560 species.
We chose to use this “reference phylogeny” for angiosperms,
in preference to estimating angiosperm phylogeny from the
infA sequences themselves, because the data of Soltis et al.
(1999) are much more likely to yield a correct tree (their study
used 20 times more nucleotide sites and 10 times more species than are available for infA). We then took a set of 21 chloroplast infA sequences (20 intact genes and the ice plant
chloroplast pseudogene), constrained the phylogenetic relationship among these 21 sequences to be the same as that in
Soltis et al. (1999), and then found the optimal placement of
each of the four nuclear infA sequences onto this constrained
tree using maximum likelihood methods (Figure 6).
The nuclear sequence from ice plant clusters with its chloroplast pseudogene, suggesting a recent gene transfer in this

Table 1. Transit Peptide Prediction Scores by Different
Computer Methodsa

Sequence

ChloroP
cTP
Score

Tomato
Soybean
Ice plant
Arabidopsis

0.556
0.536
0.539
0.515

TargetP

Predotar

cTP
Score

mTP
Score

RCb

cTP
Score

mTP
Score

0.863
0.590
0.963
0.061

0.059
0.237
0.114
0.671

1
4
1
2

0.620
0.853
0.791
0.100

0.001
0.122
0.032
0.636

a Boldface numbers indicate scores exceeding the programs’ thresholds for prediction of chloroplast (cTP) or mitochondrial (mTP) transit
peptides. Scores are not comparable among different programs, but
the maximum score possible is 1.0 in all cases.
b Reliability class (RC) of TargetP prediction on a scale of 1 (confident prediction) to 5 (weak prediction).
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Figure 5. Localization of Fusion Proteins Encoded by Nuclear InfAgfp Constructs to Chloroplasts.
The soybean InfA-gfp and Arabidopsis InfA-gfp were introduced into
epidermal cells of tobacco and Arabidopsis using microprojectile
bombardment. The localization of GFP in individual transformed
cells was detected by confocal laser scanning microscopy 3 days
after bombardment.
(A) to (C) pGmInfA-gfp in a tobacco guard cell. The images show
two guard cells; the upper cell shows expression of pGmInfA-gfp.
GFP fluorescence (A). Chlorophyll fluorescence (B). Merged images
(C). Bar in (C) ⫽ 5 m.
(D) to (F) Arabidopsis epidermal pavement cells with one cell expressing pAtInfA-gfp. The chloroplasts in epidermal pavement cells
are smaller than those in guard cells. GFP fluorescence (D). Chlorophyll fluorescence (E). Merged images (F). Bar in (F) ⫽ 10 m.

lineage. The tomato nuclear sequence falls within the chloroplast sequences from asterids, which also suggests a recent
transfer. The soybean nuclear sequence clusters with Euonymus and Brexia, the only core rosids with intact chloroplast
genes (Figures 1 to 3). This is the expected phylogenetic position for a rosid nuclear sequence if a gene transfer occurred in
the core rosid lineage after it separated from the Vitis lineage.
The Arabidopsis nuclear gene also would be expected to cluster with Brexia and Euonymus, regardless of whether it and
the soybean nuclear gene were formed by one or two separate gene transfers in rosids, but instead it clusters with the
monocot Iris, which is entirely implausible (see Discussion).

DISCUSSION

How Many Independent infA Transfers to the Nucleus?
Our results indicate that the chloroplast infA gene has been
lost (either entirely or has become a pseudogene) ⵑ24 separate times in the 309 angiosperms examined in this study
(Figures 1 and 3). Intact and expressed nuclear infA genes
were characterized from four diverse angiosperms that have
lost the chloroplast gene. Are these nuclear genes orthologs
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infA losses among asterids, with most asterids containing intact chloroplast genes (Figures 1 and 3), is most consistent
with a within-asterid loss, and transfer of infA, probably in the
common ancestor of the Solanaceae/Convolvulaceae. Also
consistent with an asterid-specific transfer is the placement of
the tomato nuclear gene within the clade of asterid chloroplast
sequences in phylogenetic analyses (Figure 6). Although there
is some sequence similarity between the tomato and soybean
transit peptides (Figure 4), the statistical significance of this
similarity was estimated at only P ⬇ 0.05, using a test based
on sequence shuffling (PRSS algorithm; Pearson and Lipman,
1988). In summary, there is little evidence for a shared, ancient
transfer of the tomato and any other nuclear infA genes; instead, both types of phylogenetic evidence (sequence-based
phylogeny and distribution of infA losses) favor a separate
transfer within asterid evolution.
Figure 6. Phylogenetic Analysis of Nuclear and Chloroplast infA Sequences.
The diagram summarizes the maximum likelihood trees found when
each of the four nuclear infA sequences was added individually to a
constrained topology (the species phylogeny from Figure 1) for the
21 chloroplast sequences. The arrows indicate the most likely placement of the tomato (Solanum), soybean (Glycine), ice plant (Mesembryanthemum), and Arabidopsis nuclear sequences, and all branch
lengths are drawn to scale horizontally. Mesembryanthemum cp denotes the ice plant chloroplast pseudogene. The branch lengths for
the chloroplast sequences were identical in the four trees, allowing
them to be merged. cp, chloroplast; nuc, nuclear.

derived from a single ancient transfer or paralogs derived
from independent transfers?

Ice Plant
We are confident that the ice plant nuclear sequence represents a gene transfer independent of the other three, one
that took place relatively recently in the caryophyllid lineage.
Phylogenetic analysis implies that this nuclear gene was
formed after the ice plant lineage diverged from the spinach
lineage (Figure 6). It seems unlikely that the nuclear and
chloroplast pseudogene sequences from the same species
would cluster together on the tree if this were anything other
than a recent transfer. In addition, the transit peptide of ice
plant InfA shows little similarity to InfA transit peptides in the
other species (Figure 4). Consistent with this being a recent
transfer, the ice plant gene is the least divergent of the four
nuclear infA genes (Figure 6).

Tomato
The tomato nuclear gene is probably also the product of an independent transfer event. The sporadic pattern of chloroplast

Arabidopsis and Soybean
Whether the nuclear sequences from the rosids Arabidopsis and soybean represent two independent transfers is
less clear. The interpretation shown in Figures 1 and 3 of
four separate infA losses within core rosids, with Arabidopsis and soybean belonging to two different loss lineages,
certainly implies independent transfers of their nuclear infA
genes. Furthermore, there is a notable lack of similarity, in
two respects, between the transit peptides of these two
rosid nuclear infA genes, also suggesting that they arose by
separate transfers. First, the Arabidopsis and soybean transit peptides show absolutely no evidence of homology at
the level of sequence similarity (Figure 4). Only 12% of
chloroplast transit peptides from orthologous Arabidopsis
and legume genes are this different in sequence (see Methods), and the infA situation is more consistent with separate
transfers than a single common transfer. Second, there is
an intron in the transit peptide region of the Arabidopsis
gene but not the soybean gene. This difference also is more
consistent with separate origins for the two transit peptides, because it is uncommon for orthologous nuclear
genes from these two rosids to be different in intron/exon
organization (94% of introns were conserved in a sample
of 16 genes that we examined; see Methods). The congruence of these three lines of evidence leads us to favor two
separate transfers of the Arabidopsis and soybean genes.
However, we cannot rule out a single common transfer
followed by intron loss/gain and either unusually rapid
transit peptide evolution or, as in rice mitochondrial rps11
(Kadowaki et al., 1996), gene duplication in the nucleus followed by independent gain of different transit peptides by
the duplicate copies.
If there was a single transfer of infA in the rosids, then the
intact infA genes of Brexia and Euonymus would reflect either the misplacement of this clade in current phylogenies
(i.e., these two belong at the base of core rosids) or the
clade’s singular retention of intact chloroplast infA se-
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quences after gene transfer at the base of the core rosids.
Note that the infA phylogeny fundamentally does not bear
on the number of rosid transfers because the single and
double transfer scenarios predict the same phylogenetic
result: placement of both the Arabidopsis and soybean nuclear infA sequences with the intact chloroplast infA sequences from Brexia and Euonymus. The soybean sequence
attaches essentially where expected (Figure 6), but the Arabidopsis placement with the monocot Iris is biologically impossible (barring horizontal gene transfer) because the
inferred transfer postdates the divergence of monocots from
the lineage leading to Arabidopsis.
Overall, we conclude that the four nuclear infA genes
probably arose via four independent chloroplast-to-nucleus
transfer events, although we cannot rule out a smaller number (three or even two) of more ancient transfers. We regard
the evidence in favor of independent transfer as strongest
for ice plant and weakest for the two rosids. If our preferred
hypothesis of four separate transfers is correct, then each of
the other scattered losses of chloroplast infA (Figures 1 and
3) quite possibly reflects yet another independent case of
infA transfer, although obviously this remains conjectural in
the absence of nuclear gene isolation and characterization.
The lack of similarity of any of the four characterized infA
transit peptides to any sequences in the databases raises
the possibility that these arose de novo from sequences not
used previously for chloroplast targeting. This possibility is
strongest for Arabidopsis, given that its entire genome has
been sequenced (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000). In
contrast, a number of recently transferred plant genes of mitochondrial origin have recruited preexisting transit peptides
from long-established nuclear genes encoding mitochondrial proteins (Kadowaki et al., 1996; Figueroa et al., 1999;
Kubo et al., 1999; Adams et al., 2000).

What Factors Drive Organelle Gene Transfer to
the Nucleus?
Several hypotheses for why organelle genes are transferred
to the nucleus have been discussed in recent reviews
(Doolittle, 1998; Martin and Herrmann, 1998; Berg and
Kurland, 2000; Blanchard and Lynch, 2000; Palmer et al.
2000). Briefly, there are three major hypotheses: (1) the relatively high frequency of organelle DNA escape to the nucleus
provides numerous opportunities for successful functional
gene transfers and is essentially a one-way process; (2) the
progressive accumulation of detrimental mutations in asexual organelle genomes by Muller’s ratchet favors transfer;
and (3) smaller, streamlined organelle genomes are favored
selectively. All of these factors could be operating in some
eukaryotes in which gene transfer is ongoing, but only the
first seems likely to be significant in flowering plants. The
rate of nucleotide substitution in plant chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes is very low, much lower than in the nucleus (Wolfe et al. 1987; Laroche et al. 1997), and thus the
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overall effects of Muller’s ratchet are likely to be minimal. As
for streamlining, the “losses” of infA from the chloroplast
genome mostly represent highly diverged pseudogenes,
and there does not appear to be any genomic streamlining
accompanying its transfer.

Why Are Some Organelle Genes Transferred More Often
Than Others?
Most of the chloroplast genes (e.g., rbcL, atpB, matK, rps2,
and rps4) that have been sequenced widely for molecular
phylogenetic purposes are intact in all of the hundreds to
thousands of photosynthetic angiosperms in which they
have been examined. The only genes that have been lost repeatedly are infA, described here, and ndhF, whose many
losses more likely reflect repeated loss of the entire multisubunit chloroplast NADH dehydrogenase complex rather
than repeated gene transfer (Wakasugi et al., 1994; Neyland
and Urbatsch, 1996; M. Ireland, H. Deiderick, Y.-L. Qiu, and
J.D. Palmer, unpublished data). A few other chloroplast genes
are thought to have been lost repeatedly during angiosperm
evolution (Downie and Palmer, 1992), but in only one case
(ycf2) has this been confirmed by sequencing (Downie et al.,
1994), and no nuclear ycf2 genes have been reported.
At present, therefore, infA stands out as an unusually unstable angiosperm chloroplast gene, having been lost from
cpDNA on many separate occasions and transferred to the
nucleus multiple times, perhaps as often as it has been lost.
One might wonder whether the chloroplast copy is functional in any angiosperms, but estimation of the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous nucleotide substitutions among
the intact genes (the Ka/Ks ratio of Li [1993]; data not
shown) shows that the intact genes are still subject to purifying selection (or have been until very recently) and therefore probably are still functional. No chloroplast genes other
than infA have been reported to have undergone multiple
evolutionary transfers to the nucleus, and none is an obvious candidate for similar multiple transfers within the context of angiosperm evolution. Among all photosynthetic
eukaryotes, however, there are many candidate genes for
multiple transfers. These are the genes—each with one documented nuclear transfer—that have been lost twice (12 genes)
or three times (14 genes) among the five major lineages of
completely sequenced plastid genomes analyzed by Martin
et al. (1998).
The evolution of infA in angiosperm cpDNA is in some
ways similar to that of rps10 in angiosperm mitochondrial
DNA (Adams et al., 2000), with multiple losses and parallel
transfers to the nucleus in both cases. It is striking that
many of the recent gene losses from both chloroplast and
mitochondrial genomes in plants involve genes for ribosomal proteins or other translation components. These include
gene transfers of chloroplast infA and rpl22, gene substitutions of chloroplast rpl21 and rpl23 (see Introduction), and
uncharacterized losses of several mitochondrial ribosomal
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protein genes in addition to the transfers of rps10 (Adams et
al., 2000; Palmer et al., 2000).
Why have some genes been transferred to the nucleus
more often than others? Conversely, why do a few genes remain in the organelle genomes of almost all eukaryotes?
Several hypotheses as to why some genes but not others remain in organelles, discussed in detail elsewhere (Doolittle,
1998; Martin and Herrmann, 1998; Lang et al., 1999; Race et
al., 1999; Palmer et al., 2000; Pérez-Martínez et al., 2000),
can be mentioned: (1) some highly hydrophobic membrane
proteins may be difficult to import into organelles and to insert into the appropriate membrane (Popot and de Vitry, 1990;
Claros et al., 1995); (2) hydrophobic mitochondrial proteins
might be misrouted to the endoplasmic reticulum if synthesized in the cytosol (von Heijne, 1987); (3) the presence of
certain organellar proteins in the cytosol might have adverse
effects (Herrmann, 1997; Martin and Schnarrenberger, 1997);
and (4) expression of some genes is directly and rapidly regulated by the redox state of the organelle and therefore selection favors retention of these genes in the organelle
(Allen, 1993; reviewed in Race et al., 1999). These hypotheses seek to explain why some types of genes are transferred
infrequently, if ever. There is direct experimental evidence
for hypothesis 1 in mitochondria (Claros et al., 1995) and hypothesis 4 in chloroplasts (Pfannschmidt et al., 1999). Gene
size may also play a role, because it affects both the likelihood of intact gene transfer to the nucleus and the likelihood
of the transferred gene being damaged by mutation before it
acquires a transit peptide. Other factors, such as the possible presence of cryptic organelle targeting sequences internal to some proteins, may also be important (Adams et al.,
2000; Kubo et al., 2000).
In the case of infA, most of these hypotheses fail to
explain why the gene was not lost and transferred to the nucleus early in chloroplast evolution. InfA is a small hydrophilic protein, so it should have been easy to transfer long
ago. Its expression is presumably not regulated by redox
potential because it has been lost from the chloroplast genome in many angiosperms as well as in three algal lineages
(Martin et al., 1998). Therefore, it is perhaps more surprising
that infA survived in the chloroplast genome during the millions of years of evolution leading to angiosperms than that
it has been transferred to the nucleus many times in different
angiosperms. The question then becomes whether any other
chloroplast genes have been lost and transferred in angiosperms at rates approaching that of infA.

METHODS

Chloroplast DNA Sequencing
The species sequenced are listed at www.bio.indiana.edu/~palmerlab.
Chloroplast sequences were determined by direct sequencing of single-stranded DNA templates produced by asymmetrical polymerase

chain reaction (PCR) (Gyllensten, 1989; Kaltenboek et al., 1992) using either chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) or total cellular DNA. PCR primers were located at the proximal ends of the flanking genes rps8 and
rpl36. The single-stranded PCR product was cleaned of excess
primers and deoxynucleotide triphosphates by spin dialysis (Centricon 100 microconcentrators; Amicon, Inc., Beverly, MA). Purified
template was sequenced by standard dideoxy methods using 32P or
35S with Sequenase (Amersham Life Science, Tallaght, Ireland) or by
automated sequencing (PE Biosystems, Norwalk, CT). PCR primers
and internal primers were used for sequencing. Both strands within
the genic region were sequenced to resolve ambiguities. All new sequences reported here have been submitted to GenBank (accession
numbers AF347615 to AF347666).

DNA Gel Blot Hybridizations
All species surveyed are listed at www.bio.indiana.edu/~palmerlab.
Blots were prepared and hybridizations were performed as described (Qiu et al., 1998), except that the temperature for hybridization and washes was 55⬚C.

Nuclear Sequences
All nuclear sequences were identified initially by BLAST searches
against GenBank and dbEST. The soybean infA cDNA clone corresponding to accession number AI440898 was obtained from Incyte
Genomics (St. Louis, MO), and the sequence was completed at the
3⬘ end. The ice plant and tomato sequences analyzed here are assemblies of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from dbEST. Accession
numbers are AI823024, BE130300, and AA762038 (ice plant) and
AI782841, AW624662, and AW223254 (tomato).
The Arabidopsis genomic region on chromosome 4 was sequenced independently by American and European groups participating in the genome project (Mayer et al., 1999). The GenBank
accession numbers for these sequences are AF080120 (clone F2P3)
and AL049876 (clone T22B4). These genomic sequences are identical, but the two groups’ intron/exon predictions (named F2P3.7 and
T22B4.150 or AT4g11170) for the infA-like region disagree with each
other and with our interpretation. We reanalyzed the region using
MZEF (Zhang, 1998) and predicted a different, two-exon structure for
infA (bases 89,932 to 90,011 and 90,231 to 90,576 of AL049876),
whose splice sites were subsequently confirmed by the ESTs
AI995770 and BE039009.

Gene Fusions between infA and Green Fluorescent Protein
Gene fusions between the soybean and Arabidopsis infA cDNAs and
the gene encoding the jellyfish green fluorescent protein (GFP) were
constructed to investigate the subcellular targeting of InfA–GFP fusion proteins. The construct pGmInfA–GFP was generated by amplifying the entire soybean infA open reading frame (but without the
stop codon) by using Pfu polymerase and the oligonucleotide primers
InfX (5⬘-GCTCTAGATGTTCACCTCACTCC-3⬘) and InfFS (5⬘-CGCGTCGACGAGGGGGTGCTGCTG-3⬘). In pAtInfA–GFP, the entire Arabidopsis infA open reading frame except the stop codon was
amplified from an EST clone (GenBank accession number AI995770;
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purchased from Incyte Genomics) by using the primers AtInfF (5⬘GCTCTAGAAAATGCTTCAACTCTGCTCCAC-3⬘) and AtInfR (5⬘-CGCGTCGACGAGTCTCTACTACTCATTCTGAA-3⬘). To generate the various gene fusions, the PCR-amplified infA fragments were digested
with XbaI and SalI and cloned upstream of the GFP gene (CD3-326;
Davis and Vierstra, 1998). In each case, transcriptional control was
provided by the cauliflower mosaic virus 35S promoter, and transcription termination and polyadenylation signals were provided by
the nopaline synthase (nos) terminator (Davis and Vierstra, 1998).
Leaves of tobacco or Arabidopsis were bombarded with tungsten
particles (0.7 m) coated with pGmInfA–GFP or pAtInfA–GFP by using a Bio-Rad PDS-1000/He particle delivery system, as described
elsewhere (Hibberd et al., 1998). After 3 days, samples were cut into
1 ⫻ 1-cm sections, placed on a glass slide, and viewed by confocal
scanning laser microscopy (TCS-NT, DM1RB light microscope stand;
Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). Images were captured as described elsewhere (Hibberd et al., 1998).

Phylogenetic Analysis
Phylogenetic analyses were conducted at the University of Sydney Bioinformatics Supercomputing Facility. The input data were a DNA sequence alignment corresponding to a ClustalW alignment (Thompson
et al., 1994) of the deduced amino acid sequences that had been edited
by eye. The 5⬘ extensions and the extreme 3⬘ ends of the sequences
were excluded from analysis (the alignment is available at www.bio.
indiana.edu/~palmerlab). To minimize long-branch attraction, we omitted several chloroplast sequences with relatively long branches (Zea,
Oryza, Leucophyllum, Epifagus, and all pseudogenes except ice plant),
and the gene from Iris was sequenced instead to represent monocots.
To avoid long branches leading to nonangiosperm outgroups, we determined sequences from Amborella, Cabomba, and Illicium for use as outgroups. Recent multigene phylogenetic studies have found that these
represent the earliest lineages of angiosperms (Mathews and Donoghue,
1999; Parkinson et al., 1999; Qiu et al., 1999; Soltis et al., 1999).
The variable codon sites in the remaining set of 20 intact chloroplast infA sequences (Figure 6) were surveyed using a method similar
to that of Andrews et al. (1998) (L.S. Jermiin, S.R. Wilson, and S.
Easteal, unpublished data). There was substantial base composition
heterogeneity at codon position 3, so nucleotides at these sites were
recoded as purine/pyrimidine. The alignments were analyzed using
the maximum likelihood program TrExML (Wolf et al., 2000), which
implements the F84 model of nucleotide substitutions. Using an iterative approach, we estimated a transition/transversion ratio of 1.86
and relative rates of change of 2.26, 1.00, and 7.32 at codon positions 1, 2, and 3, respectively, for the species tree. Searches of the
20-species data set using these parameters resulted in almost
10,000 trees that did not differ significantly from the most likely tree
by the test of Kishino and Hasegawa (1989). The species tree of Soltis
et al. (1999) was among these good trees, implying that the infA data
were compatible with this tree, so it was used as the framework for
subsequent analyses. The same transition/transversion and rate parameters were used in the estimation of the most likely placement for
the ice plant chloroplast sequence (which grouped with spinach, as
expected) and then to place each of the four nuclear genes separately onto this 21-species tree (Figure 6). If all four nuclear sequences were added simultaneously, then the maximum likelihood
tree grouped them together with the ice plant chloroplast pseudogene as their closest relative. This is biologically impossible and is almost certainly due to a long-branch attraction artifact.
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Transit Peptide and Intron Comparisons
Transit peptide predictions were made using ChloroP version 1.1
(Emanuelsson et al., 1999; www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/ChloroP), TargetP version 1.01 (Emanuelsson et al., 2000; www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/
TargetP), and Predotar version 0.5 (N.M. Peeters, A. Chapron, D.
Lancelin, O. Grandjean, A. Giritch, H. Wintz, and I. Small, unpublished data; www.inra.fr/Internet/Produits/Predotar).
To compare the level of similarity seen in the soybean and Arabidopsis InfA transit peptides with that in other genes, we identified all
legume (Fabaceae) proteins in Swissprot having an annotated chloroplast transit peptide with a specified cleavage site. These were
compared with the Arabidopsis genome sequence (www.arabidopsis.
org) by using BLASTP, and putative orthologs were identified on a
mutual-best-hits basis (Makalowski and Boguski, 1998). The transit
peptides were then compared using the PRSS shuffling algorithm as
implemented in the FASTA package version 33 (Pearson and Lipman,
1988). Of the 58 transit peptides compared, seven (12%) had less
significant scores (i.e., were more dissimilar) than the soybean/Arabidopsis InfA comparison had.
To estimate the extent to which intron locations are conserved between soybean and Arabidopsis genes, we examined all soybean
genomic sequences in GenBank, and 16 apparently orthologous
soybean/Arabidopsis sequence pairs were identified. Among these,
83 introns were conserved (i.e., they had coincident locations in the
two species relative to an alignment of the amino acid sequences),
and five introns (6%) were unique to one species or the other.
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